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GOING FURTHER

Psychology, English and Biochemistry
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Has watching the taster
lectures left you wanting to
learn more about Psychology,
Biochemistry and English?
This Going Further contains resources
which you can watch, listen to or read
to find out more about these subjects,
and the degrees and careers that they
can lead to. It also offers links to current
competitions and initiatives, and topical
resources accompanied by extension
questions to challenge and develop your
academic critical thinking skills. Some
of these opportunities might be useful
to include on your CV and when writing
applications to show your super-curricular
interest!
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Going Further contains resources
which you can watch, listen to
or read, to find out more about
subjects, and the degrees and
careers that they can lead to.

TASTER
LECTURES
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P SYC H O LO GY

In his talk, Dr Dejan Draschkow explores how
memory and past experiences are selectively
drawn upon in different circumstances. After
highlighting memory’s dominant association
with the ‘past’ and ‘past events’, he argues that
memory also retains significant value in the
present. Importantly, memory plays a key role
in informing future behavior, with individuals
drawing upon past experiences to guide their
actions. This is true for the interpretation of
visual stimuli, with familiar contextual clues
guiding our perception of the environment.
Therefore, in order to illustrate this, Dr
Draschkow encourages students to engage
in a series of visual perception tasks. These
activities demonstrate how uncertainty can
create greater reliance upon memory, leading
the individual to draw upon past experiences
to determine what they might be seeing.
Finally, Dr Draschkow explores how effort
intensive retrieval can lead to greater reliance
on contextual cues, demonstrated by a series
of controlled virtual reality.

Unexpected
ways in which we
use/do not use
memory

Dejan Draschkow, Departmental Lecturer at the
Department of Experimental Psychology, Oxford

Link to lecture

>

Follow these links to find out about
degrees and careers related to this
lecture
Psychology and joint schools
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ENGLISH

In her talk, Rebecca Bradburn explores
the work of American Marianne Moore, a
well-known poet from the high modernist
period. During this early stage of the 20th
century societies became entrenched in
‘noise’, with urbanisation, industrialisation
and radio creating a cacophony of sound.
Accordingly, Rebecca explores this context
through the medium of Moore’s work, which
itself experimented with consequences of
this ‘noise’ upon the human experience.
Specifically, she highlights Moore’s
fascination with the Midge Victrola
Gramaphone. To Moore this Gramaphone
encapsulated the extraneous noise and
sound of the era, with its buzzing feedback
reducing her enjoyment of the music.
Therefore, Rebecca delves deeper into the
way music might structure or pacify noise,
situating this within Moore’s poem ‘Baseball
and Writing’. Through its use of line rhyme
and assonance, this poem mimics an intense
overload of auditory stimuli, reflecting
Moore’s experience of the Gramaphone and
this ‘noisy’ age more generally.

The Noise of
Mid-Century
Poetry

Rebecca Bradburn, DPhil Candidate
in English

Challenge
In her poetry, Marianne
Moore explores the social
impact of industrialisation and
urbanisation. Her use of rhyme
and assonance in ‘Baseball
and Writing’ help convey
competing noises in late-modern
society, such as the buzz of the
gramophone and the pace of live
commentary.
Write a short 8-line poem which
conveys a modern overload of
auditory stimuli e.g. roadside
traffic, the buzz of a concert, or
the commotion of a red-carpet
premiere. Try to use rhyme,
alliterative techniques such as
sibilance (repeated ‘S’ sounds)
and assonance (repeated vowel
sounds).

Link to lecture

>

Follow these links to find out about
degrees and careers related to this
lecture
English and Joint Schools
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B I O C H E M I ST RY

From Worms to
Water and everything
in between

In his talk, Professor Jason Schnell explores
the complex mechanisms driving structural
biology. Contextualising his work, he
highlights the field’s intersection with other
specialisms such as genetics, cell biology
and immunology. He then focuses more
specifically on the building blocks of life,
outlining how genetic code is transferred
into proteins via the Central Dogma.
Through this process amino acid sequences
are converted into protein structures
which then serve distinct functions. In
order to illustrate this, Professor Schnell
then situates this within his own research
assessing the protein structures of the
influenza virus. As part of this research,
Professor Schnell and his colleagues have
assessed the role of the crystal-like M1
structure found within the influenza virus.
Interestingly, these findings suggest that
the M1 structure may aid the process of
protein polymerization, with exciting for
our understanding of information flow
within a cell.

Jason Schnell, Tutorial Fellow in
Biochemistry, St John’s College, Oxford

Link to lecture

>

Follow these links to find out about
degrees and careers related to this
lecture
Biochemistry
Biological Sciences

77

Chemistry

ENGLISH

Early Modern
Women Writers
and World Order

Where did women writers working between
the sixteenth to eighteenth century fit in
a world ordered and controlled by men?
Ben Wilkinson-Turnbull’s lecture explores
this issue and gives an overview of the
sort of writing women wrote to comply
with, and even challenge, the patriarchal
society in which they lived. Ben begins by
explaining the place and role of women in
this society, before moving on to consider
how these societal expectations affected
their ability to write and publish their work.
They then introduce examples of important
female authors and texts from the period
to demonstrate the rich array of genres in
which women worked. After considering the
literary legacy of the first woman of colour
to publish a volume of poems in English,
the lecture concludes with a discussion of
why studying these writers continues to
matter in the twenty-first century.

Ben Wilkinson-Turnbull, English
DPhil Candidate

Link to lecture

>

Follow these links to find out about
degrees and careers related to this
lecture
English and Joint Schools
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Related Opportunities
Are you looking for exciting subject-specific opportunities which could develop your
skills and help your university application? Then take a look at these competitions
and initiatives…

Competitions

Psychology: John Locke Institute
2022 Global Essay Competition

Medicine: University of Oxford
Sixth-form prize in Medicine

Biochemistry / Medicine: The
Libra Essay Prize

The John Locke Institute encourages
young people to develop effective
writing skills to compliment their
subject interests. Accordingly, the
Global Essay Competition gives
students a platform to further engage
in independent thought, critical
analysis and persuasive argument.
Amidst a rich choice of subjects,
those interested in psychology can
explore various questions exploring
aspects such as mental health and
social relationships.

In this annual competition, Year 12
students are encouraged to pursue
their medical passion further, by
exploring the topic of traumatic
injury. Those from state-funded
schools and colleges are invited to
submit a 750 – 1000-word essay,
for the chance to win a 7-day workexperience placement at the Major
Trauma Centre, Oxford. This year
students must address the following
question:

The Libra Essay Prize offers all
students in years 12 & 13 a chance
to prepare for the academic rigour
required by university assignments
– students are required to write an
essay responding to one of the singleword essay titles: Sustainability;
Crisis; Return; Connection; Memory
or Sense. Pupils are asked to write an
essay of 1000-200 words, including
Harvard style referencing. Prizes
available include: 1st place, £75; 2nd
place, £50, 3rd place, £25.

Entry is open to all students
internationally. Candidates must be
eighteen years old, or younger, on the
date of the submission deadline.
Submission deadline: June 30th 2022
For more details including how to
apply, click this link.

“Sometimes when the broken bone
heals, the trauma continues”. Discuss
the possible biopsyhchosocial effects
of orthopaedic trauma in the first year
after injury.
Entries must be submitted to
Jackie.harris@ndorms.ox.ac.uk
by (23:59 BST) of 1st July 2022.
Submission Deadline: 1st July 2022
For more details including how to
apply, click this link.
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Submission deadline: 24th June 2022
For more details including how to
apply, click this link.

Related Opportunities

Competitions

English: The Memoir Award,
Bridport Prize International
Creative Writing Competition

The Bridport Prize have launched
a new Memoir Award for 2022,
encouraging writers to submit a
5-8,000-word memoir. The pandemic
has emphasised the power of the
format, highlighting the way relatable
stories can unite people and places.
Therefore, the organisers are
encouraging entrants to tell their own
memoirs, with 12 submitted titles to
be published on their website and
social media. These 12 shortlisted
entrants may then be asked to
increase their memoir to 15,000 and
30,000 words as later stages of the
competition develop. Participants
must submit their memoir and a 300word synopsis by September 30th
Submission Deadline: September
30th 2022
For more information click this
link .

English: Gould Prize for
Essays in English
Literature
Trinity College, Cambridge, launched
the Gould Prize for Essays in English
Literature in 2013. This is an annual
competition for Year 12 or Lower
6th students. The Prize has been
established from a bequest made by
Dr Dennis Gould in 2004 for the
furtherance of education in English
Literature.
Candidates are invited each year to
submit an essay of between 1,500
and 2,500 words on a topic to be
chosen from the list of questions.
The competition carries a First Prize
of £600, to be split equally between
the candidate and his or her school or
college, and a Second Prize of £400,
which again is to be shared equally
between the candidate and his or her
school or college. The questions for
the 2022 competition will be available
from the start of April.
Submission deadline: 1st August
2022 (23:59 BST).
For more details and to find out
when the 2022 essay questions
are announced, click this link.
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Sakinah Hofler
Explore More, English

Explore More

Psychology: Work
Experience

English: The Birmingham
Literature Festival 2022

Biochemistry: DNA
Technology

English: Creative Writing

Super-curricular activities
are things that are related
to academic work, which
are beyond the scope
of your current studies.
Super-curricular activities
might include things which
are directly related to your
subject, such as work
experience or watching a
TED talk, or things which
promote academic skills
relevant to your studies,
such as critical thinking.

The Birmingham Literature
Festival aims to showcase
the best writers, artists
and activists from the UK
and across the world. This
year the festival will take
place between 6-9 October,
featuring guest curators
Casey Bailey, Paul McVeigh
and Otegha Uwagba.
Exploring fields such as
poetry & performance,
short stories and
journalism, the curators
will create events tailored
towards their specialisms
and beyond.

In his TED Talk ‘The era of
personal DNA testing is
here’ Biotech entrepreneur
Sebastian Kraves highlights
the profound impact that
DNA technology has had
upon our everyday lives.
Advocating these benefits,
Sebastien highlights the
role that DNA technology
could play in solving some
of the biggest contemporary
issues. As part of his
argument he champions
the widespread use of
personal DNA technology,
which would allow general
members of the public to
‘get hands on’ with DNA.

In her TED Talk, Sakinah
Hofler highlights the
power of creative writing
in helping people process
traumatic events. Drawing
upon her own past
experiences, Sakinah
notes how putting pen to
paper has helper her take
control over each of these
situations. In doing so,
this has helped her justify
some her past decisions,
consolidating the sense of
pride she has in her identity
and heritage.

In addition, when
applying for psychology
related degrees, it is
often beneficial to show
some examples of work
experience. Visit the link
below to learn about
good places to find work
experience or volunteering
opportunities:

For more information
click here

Watch the video and answer
the following questions:
• What beneficial functions
does DNA technology
already serve across
different sectors?
• Choose one of these
benefits and research it in
more detail. How exactly
does DNA technology aid
this process?
• Sebastien is a biotech
entrepreneur. What
ethical considerations
might be associated with
the monetisation of DNA
testing?

Work Experience |
Careers (bps.org.uk)
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Watch the talk here
Sakinah’s talk may have
focused on traumatic past
experiences, but creative
writing can also be a
powerful tool for positive
experiences. Spend 20
minutes continuously
writing about a positive
recent event e.g. attending
a concert, a holiday, or a
family event. What did you
see? What did you hear?
How did it make you feel?

Oxplore
Oxplore is an innovative digital outreach portal from the
University of Oxford. As the ‘Home of Big Questions’ it
aims to engage those from 11 to 18 years with debates and
ideas that go beyond what is covered in the classroom.
Big questions tackle complex ideas across a wide range
of subjects and draw on the latest research undertaken
at Oxford. Click these links to start exploring some Big
Questions...

Do we see colour the same?
Is it okay to ban certain books?
Is fantasy better than real life?
Could we end disease?
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Going Further
Psychology, English and Biochemistry

Did you enjoy these taster lectures
and ‘Going Further’ resources?
You might be interested in attending one of our
Study Days or Subject Exploration days
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